Noncytotoxic *Clostridium perfringens* Enterotoxin (CPE) Variants Localize CPE Intestinal Binding and Demonstrate a Relationship between CPE-Induced Cytotoxicity and Enterotoxicity
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**Clostridium perfringens** enterotoxin (CPE) causes the symptoms of a very common food poisoning. To assess whether CPE-induced cytotoxicity is necessary for enterotoxicity, a rabbit ileal loop model was used to compare the in vivo effects of native CPE or recombinant CPE (rCPE), both of which are cytotoxic, with those of the noncytotoxic rCPE variants rCPE D48A and rCPE 168–319. Both CPE and rCPE elicited significant fluid accumulation in rabbit ileal loops, along with severe mucosal damage that starts at villus tips and then progressively affects the entire villus, including necrosis of epithelium and lamina propria, villus blunting and fusion, and transmural edema and hemorrhage. Similar treatment of ileal loops with either of the noncytotoxic rCPE variants produced no visible histologic damage or fluid transport changes. Immunohistochemistry revealed strong CPE or rCPE 168–319 binding to villus tips, which correlated with the abundant presence of claudin-4, a known CPE receptor, in this villus region. These results support (i) cytotoxicity being necessary for CPE-induced enterotoxicity, (ii) the CPE sensitivity of villus tips being at least partially attributable to the abundant presence of receptors in this villus region, and (iii) claudin-4 being an important intestinal receptor for CPE. Finally, rCPE 168–319 was able to partially inhibit CPE-induced histologic damage, suggesting that noncytotoxic rCPE variants might be useful for protecting against some intestinal effects of CPE.

*Clostridium perfringens* enterotoxin (CPE) is produced by ∼1 to 5% of all isolates of the gram-positive spore-forming anaerobic pathogen *C. perfringens* (25). CPE, a single 35-kDa polypeptide of 319 amino acids (6), is responsible for the gastrointestinal symptoms of *C. perfringens* type A food poisoning (25, 39), which is the second most common food-borne illness in the United States and the United Kingdom (36). In addition, CPE-producing *C. perfringens* isolates are increasingly recognized as a cause of antibiotic-associated or sporadic diarrhea (2, 3, 27).

Studies of CPE effects in experimental animals identified the ileum as the most sensitive region of the small intestine (31, 41). CPE treatment inhibits ileal fluid and electrolyte absorption (30, 31). However, with time, CPE-treated ileum develops gross fluid/electrolyte secretion and histologic damage that includes desquamation of the ileal epithelium, prominent villus blunting, and enterocyte plasma membrane blebbing (32, 33, 41). Recently, similar histopathologic changes were observed following ex vivo CPE treatment of human ileal tissues, along with increased transepithelial resistance and water permeability (9).

In vitro cell culture models have provided considerable information about the cellular and molecular actions of CPE (12, 13, 24, 26, 28, 34, 43). This enterotoxin first binds to certain members of the claudin family of tight junction proteins (19, 20, 29), which results in formation of an sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-sensitive “small” complex of ∼90 kDa (48) that contains CPE and one or more claudins (38). At physiological temperatures, several small complexes interact to promote CPE oligomerization in a prepore state on the plasma membrane surface (45). This oligomerization results in formation of two very large, SDS-resistant CPE complexes, recently named CH-1 and CH-2, each containing a CPE hexamer and one or more claudins (38). In addition, the CH-2 complex contains occludin, another tight junction protein (38, 43, 49). The CH-1 (and possibly CH-2) prepore then inserts into the plasma membrane to form a functional pore that causes a strong Ca$^{2+}$ influx (4, 5). The resultant elevated cytoplasmic Ca$^{2+}$ levels then trigger host cell death by apoptosis or oncysis (4, 5).

Cell culture models have also proven valuable for studying the CPE structure-function relationship. By using these models, Vero cell and Caco-2 cell receptor binding activity has been mapped to the extreme C terminus of the enterotoxin. For example, a synthetic peptide corresponding to the 30 C-terminal amino acids was shown to exhibit strong competitive binding activity against native CPE. In addition, deleting even the five C-terminal amino acids from native CPE was found to completely ablate toxin binding and cytotoxic activities (14–17, 40–42).
22). However, despite possessing the ability to bind to CPE receptors, the C-terminal half of CPE itself cannot kill cultured cells, which indicates that sequences in the N-terminal half of CPE are required for cytotoxicity (17, 18). Deletion and site-directed mutagenesis approaches have identified amino acids G47 to I51 in the N terminus of CPE as being important for CPE oligomerization and cytotoxicity (21, 22, 38, 44).

Despite recent progress in identifying the cellular action of CPE, several important questions remain regarding the in vivo activity of this enterotoxin. For example, CPE binding has not yet been localized within the ileum. Therefore, it remains unknown whether CPE binds uniformly to the villus or instead binds preferentially to specific regions (such as the villus tip or crypts). Localization of CPE binding in vivo has been difficult to assess using native CPE because the toxin can produce histologic damage within 15 min. A second unanswered question about the in vivo action of CPE concerns whether the cytotoxic and histopathologic activities of this toxin are required for the development of intestinal fluid transport alterations. Two observations support a role for cytotoxicity in CPE-induced enterotoxicity, i.e., in fluid and electrolyte alterations. First, only CPE doses capable of causing histologic damage are able to induce intestinal fluid secretion in rabbit ileal loops. Second, histologic damage develops concurrently with fluid transport alterations in CPE-treated rabbit ileal loops (31, 41). However, some recent studies (5, 19, 46) have opened the possibility of histologic damage not being necessary for CPE-induced intestinal fluid transport alterations. Those studies showed that receptor binding-proficient, but nontoxic, C-terminal CPE fragments can remove proteins from tight junctions and affect transcellular resistance in MDCK cells. Moreover, in the rat ileum, those C-terminal CPE fragments do not cause histologic damage but can alter transepithelial resistance and enhance intestinal dextran absorption. Collectively, those findings could indicate that CPE receptor occupancy is sufficient to induce increased paracellular permeability.

Therefore, our study tested, for the first time, the enterotoxic effects of two binding-capable, but nontoxic, CPE variants. These studies permitted localization of CPE binding in the ileum and also allowed us to test the relationship among CPE-induced cytotoxicity, intestinal histologic damage, and fluid secretion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of CPE or rCPE variants. Native CPE was purified from C. perfringens strain NCTC8239 as described previously (35). Recombinant Escherichia coli strains producing recombinant CPE (rCPE) (full-length CPE with a N-terminal His6 tag), rCPE168–319 (amino acids 168 to 319 of native CPE with an N-terminal His6 tag), or rCPE D48A (rCPE with an aspartic acid-to-alanine substitution at CPE residue 48) (Fig. 1) were prepared using metal affinity chromatography, as previously described (44). Toxin was then aliquoted and stored at −80°C until use. All rCPE species were stable and did not show proteolytic degradation during enrichment, processing, or storage (not shown). Toxin yield was estimated by quantitative Western blotting as described previously (44).

Cytotoxic and complex-forming phenotypes of rCPE and rCPE variants in Caco-2 cells. The previously reported (22, 43) cytotoxic and complex-forming phenotypes of rCPE or the two rCPE variants in Caco-2 cells were confirmed prior to their in vivo use in the current study. Caco-2 cells were routinely cultured as described elsewhere (44), and confluent Caco-2 cell monolayers were washed once with Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing Ca2+ and Mg2+ (Mediatech, Manassas, VA) before treatment with 2.5 μg/ml of toxin dissolved in a total of 2 ml of HBSS containing Ca2+ and Mg2+. After 1 h of incubation, cultures were photomicrographed using a Canon Powershot G5 digital camera attached to a Zeiss Axiosvert 25 inverted microscope at a magnification of ×10.

The ability of CPE, rCPE, and the two rCPE variants to form the CH-1 and CH-2 complexes was assessed by treating isolated Caco-2 cells for 20 min at 37°C with 2.5 μg/ml of each CPE species in HBSS without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (Media-
tech). The treated cells were centrifuged, washed with HBSS, and then lysed by resuspension in Laemmli buffer. Samples of those lysates were then separated on a 4% acrylamide SDS-polyacrylamide gel, electrotransferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, and Western blotted using rabbit polyclonal CPE antiserum. Horse-
 radish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit polyclonal antibody (Sigma) and Supersignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce) were used to visu-
alize anti-CPE immunoreactivity.

Rabbit ileal loop assay. Young adult, male or female, New Zealand White rabbits (Charles River, CA) were used to prepare ileal loops as previously described (40). One milliliter of Ringer’s solution containing 50, 100, or 300 μg of CPE or an rCPE species was injected into each ileal loop of each experimental animal; additional loops (controls) received a similar volume of sterile Ringer’s solution. The abdominal cavity was closed and the rabbits maintained under anesthesia for 6 h.

In another experiment, ileal loops were inoculated with 2 mg of rCPE168–319 dissolved in 1 ml of Ringer’s solution and incubated for 1 h at that time 100 μg of CPE was injected and the loops were incubated for another 1-h period. rCPE168–319 was replaced by an equimolar solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in control loops for this experiment.

After the specified incubation period, the rabbits were euthanized with an overdose of sodium barbiturate (Beuthanasia; Shering-Plough Animal Health, Kenilworth, NJ), the abdominal cavity was reopened, and the small intestinal loops were excised sequentially in the same order that they had been inoculated. Fluid accumulation was measured by its weight in grams as a quantitative mea-
surement of fluid accumulation, and loop length was recorded in centimeters. For each loop, a fluid weight:length ratio was calculated.

After gross analysis of each lesion, a thin slice of each loop was immediately embedded in an OCT freezing compound (Tissue Tech, St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada) and frozen at −80°C until processed for immunohistochemistry (see below). The remaining portion of each loop was fixed in 10% buffered pH 7.4 formalin for 24 to 48 h and then dehydrated through graded alcohol solutions to xylene and embedded in paraffin wax. Four-micrometer-thick sections were cut and stained conventionally with hematoxylin and eosin. Intestinal damage was then assessed microscopically by a blinded pathologist on a scale of 1 to 5 (with 5 being the most severe). All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Davis (permit 13023).

Immunolocalization of CPE on rabbit intestinal epithelium. Frozen or formalin-fixed tissue sections (see above) were processed by indirect immunoperoxidase techniques for the presence of CPE or rCPE species, as well as for E-cadherin and claudin-4. These techniques were performed using the Dako EnVision kit (Dako Corporation, Carpinteria, CA), according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Briefly, 4-μm-thick sections were cut and mounted on glass slides. The endogenous peroxidase activity was then quenched by incubation in 3% hydrogen peroxide. Formalin-fixed tissue sections but not frozen sections were incubated with 10% protease for 10 min for antigen retrieval. Normal horse serum was applied to the sections for 20 min to block nonspecific binding, and the corresponding primary antisera was applied before incubation for 40 min.

After a washing cycle, the sections were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G antibodies for 30 min, washed again, and incubated with nora red (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 30 min. The treated cells were then assessed microscopically for CPE or rCPE species, as well as for E-cadherin and claudin-4. Deletion and site-directed mutagenesis approaches have identified amino acids G47 to I51 in the N terminus of CPE as being important for CPE oligomerization and cytotoxicity (21, 22, 38, 44).

The treated cells were centrifuged, washed with HBSS, and then lysed by resuspension in Laemmli buffer. Samples of those lysates were then separated on a 4% acrylamide SDS-polyacrylamide gel, electrotransferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, and Western blotted using rabbit polyclonal CPE antiserum. Horse-\nradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit polyclonal antibody (Sigma) and Supersignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce) were used to visu-
alize anti-CPE immunoreactivity.
RESULTS

In vitro phenotyping of rCPE species. To test the relationships between the cytotoxic, histopathologic, and enterotoxic effects of CPE, we used affinity-enriched preparations of CPE and two rCPE variants that had been generated in previous studies. One variant was an rCPE fragment containing only the C-terminal half of CPE (amino acids 168 to 319) and the second an rCPE D48A point variant (Fig. 1A). These two rCPE variants were previously reported to possess full CPE-like receptor binding activity but to lack cytotoxicity (at doses of >50 μg/ml) because they cannot form CH-1 or CH-2 (22, 44). Since the affinity-enriched rCPE D48A variant, rCPE\textsubscript{168-319}, and rCPE preparations contained some contaminating E. coli proteins in addition to their rCPE constructs, a mock enrichment was also performed with lysates from E. coli transformed with the pTrcHis A empty vector; this material (referred to as negative control enrichments) was used throughout the study as a negative control.

Consistent with previous reports (22, 38, 44), our current study confirmed that rCPE is fully cytotoxic for Caco-2 cells, where it forms both CH-1 and CH-2. As also expected from these previous studies, rCPE\textsubscript{168-319} and rCPE D48A did not cause cytotoxic effects or form CH-1 or CH-2 complexes in Caco-2 cells, although both variants were capable of binding to those cultured cells.
In vivo phenotypes of CPE and rCPE species. To evaluate whether cytotoxicity is required for CPE-induced histologic damage and fluid transport alterations, the in vivo phenotypes of our two binding-proficient (but noncytotoxic) rCPE variants, i.e., rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ and the rCPE D₄₈A variant, were assayed using the rabbit ileal loop assay.

Rabbit ileal loops incubated with either native CPE or rCPE for 6 h showed considerable fluid accumulation (Fig. 2), with both toxins producing a fluid accumulation (g/cm) ratio of ∼1.0 at 50, 100, or 300 μg (no statistically significant differences were observed in fluid accumulation between these doses). The ileal loops incubated with either CPE or rCPE were grossly dark red and flaccid. Histologically, they showed severe diffuse necrotizing enteritis, characterized by a complete loss of absorptive epithelial cells along the villi, and coagulation necrosis of the lamina propria, where large amounts of karyorrhectic debris were present (Fig. 3). The villi in these loops had almost completely disappeared and were replaced by a series of low denuded bumps that were occasionally lined by a pseudomembrane composed of fibrin, red blood cells, neutrophils, lymphocytes, plasma cells, necrotic epithelial cells, and cell debris (Fig. 3). Occasionally a few preserved crypts were observed, although most of the crypt epithelium was also necrotic and sloughed off. The submucosa showed severe edema, and the blood and lymphatic vessels were engorged with red blood cells and neutrophils. Fibrin thrombi were frequently observed in submucosal veins. No significant histologic differences were observed between loops incubated with CPE versus rCPE.

In striking contrast, rabbit ileal loops treated for 6 h with up to 300 μg of the noncytotoxic rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ or rCPE D₄₈A variant exhibited the same low level of fluid accumulation as loops treated with Ringer’s solution only or negative control enrichments (Fig. 2). In addition, no histologic damage was apparent in loops treated with the two noncytotoxic rCPE variants, as the histologic sections taken from these loops resembled sections taken from loops treated with Ringer’s solution or the negative control enrichment (Fig. 3).

Assessment of the ability of noncytotoxic rCPE variants to ameliorate CPE- or rCPE-induced histologic damage. The inability of binding-capable noncytotoxic rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ or rCPE D₄₈A variants to induce intestinal effects in ileal loops suggested that these rCPE variants might be capable of acting as in vivo competitors of CPE or rCPE action. To begin testing this hypothesis, ileal loops were incubated for 1 h with Ringer’s solution containing rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ or an equivalent molarity of BSA before CPE was inoculated into those same loops. The severity of histologic changes in CPE loops pretreated with rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ was scored as less (P, 0.07) than that observed for loops pretreated with BSA or loops treated with CPE alone (Fig. 4). Necrosis and desquamation of epithelium in loops pretreated with rCPE₁₆₈₋₃₁₉ was significantly reduced (Fig. 4B), while epithelial necrosis at the tips of the villi was evident in loops pretreated with BSA or loops treated with CPE alone (Fig. 4A).

Immunolocalization of CPE or rCPE variants in rabbit ileal loops. As mentioned in the introduction, it has not yet been assessed whether CPE binds uniformly along the villus or to...
specific regions such as villus tips or crypts. Immunolocalization of CPE binding to the intestinal epithelium could address this issue but has not yet been attempted, in large part because of the rapid and extensive epithelial desquamation induced by the native enterotoxin. This contention was confirmed by poor-quality immunolocalization results obtained (data not shown) in a trial experiment where rabbit intestinal loops were treated with CPE or rCPE for 6 h, where there was severe blunting of villi (Fig. 3). Some very weak CPE staining of the few remaining crypt-localized enterocytes was apparent, but most immunostaining in these sections was of dead and detached cells that had sloughed into the intestinal lumen.

The current study therefore used two different approaches to immunolocalize CPE binding to less damaged, or undamaged, ileum. First, CPE immunostaining was performed using rabbit ileal loops treated with native CPE for only 15 min, a time point where much less histologic damage has developed compared to that at 6 h of CPE treatment (Fig. 3 and 5). In those 15-min CPE treatment loops (Fig. 5A), enterocytes extruded from the villus tips displayed heavy CPE immunostaining along all cell surfaces (Fig. 5A), and occasionally a thin brown line of positive CPE immunostaining was observed on the apical membranes of enterocytes located at the tips or upper third of the villi. This immunostaining pattern was observed in more than 95% of the villi examined. After a 15-min CPE treatment, no CPE immunostaining was detected in the crypts. No immunostaining was present when sections were incubated with Ringer’s solution alone (Fig. 5B), verifying that the immunostaining in Fig. 5A was due to CPE treatment.

To observe CPE immunostaining in the complete absence of any histologic damage, the CPE immunolocalization experiments were repeated using the noncytotoxic rCPE168–319 or rCPE D48A variants. When these noncytotoxic variants were incubated for 6 h in rabbit ileal loops (Fig. 5C and data not shown), both the rCPE168–319 and the rCPE D48A variants...
were localized predominantly to the upper part of the villi rather than to the crypts in more than 95% of the villi examined. Confirming that this immunostaining was due to bound rCPE species, no immunostaining was visible in loops treated for even 6h with negative control enrichments (Fig. 5D). This immunolocalization of rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> and rCPE D48A to the upper part of the villi also provided in vivo verification that these variants can bind to enterocytes despite lacking the ability to kill those cells.

**Immunodetection of epithelial cell junctional proteins in rabbit ileal loops.** Since the results presented in Fig. 5 indicated that CPE binds preferentially to upper parts of the villi, we sought to determine whether this preference might be attributable to a greater abundance of CPE claudin receptors in this region. To address this question, intestinal tissues from treated loops were immunostained for the known CPE receptor claudin-4. Claudin-4 immunostaining of rabbit ileal loops treated with Ringer’s solution for 15min revealed very heavy staining on both the apical and basolateral surfaces of enterocytes at the upper parts of the villi (Fig. 6A) but only negligible staining in the villus crypts. This observation contrasted with results from immunostaining similar sections for E-cadherin, a protein found in the adherens junction of epithelial cells. E-cadherin immunostaining of Ringer’s solution-treated rabbit ileal loops produced a uniform distribution of positive staining along the basolateral surfaces of enterocytes in both the villus tips and crypts (Fig. 5B). Treatment for 6h with rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> or rCPE D48A did not noticeably affect the villus distribution of either claudin-4 or E-cadherin (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

Several older studies (31, 41) have suggested a possible linkage between CPE-induced cytotoxicity, intestinal histologic damage, and the onset of intestinal fluid transport alterations. However, more recent studies (19, 23, 46) showed that 4 to 6 h of treatment with noncytotoxic, but binding-capable, C-terminal CPE fragments can induce claudin internalization and alter transepithelial resistance in cultured cells. In addition, those C-terminal CPE fragments were unable to induce histologic damage in the ileum, but they did alter transepithelial resistance and dextran absorption in ileal loops. Those observations could have indicated that C-terminal CPE fragments can, independently of cytotoxicity or histologic effects, induce paracellular permeability changes that contribute to intestinal fluid transport changes. Therefore, our first goal was to test whether C-terminal CPE fragments cause ileal fluid transport changes, as this could elucidate whether CPE-induced cytotoxicity and histologic damage are required for ileal loop fluid accumulation.

Therefore, we compared the in vivo effects of rCPE (or native CPE) with those of two rCPE variants that are binding capable yet nontoxic in vitro (22, 44). As expected from previous studies (7, 33), pathophysiologically relevant doses of native CPE and rCPE (which are cytotoxic) caused both intestinal fluid accumulation (Fig. 2) and histologic damage (Fig. 3) in rabbit ileal loops. However, neither of those effects was observed when ileal loops were treated with pathophysiologically relevant doses (up to 100 μg/ml) of the rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> or rCPE D48A variant, even though both those rCPE variants bound to the ileal epithelium (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Even artificially high doses (300 μg) of rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> or rCPE D48A variants did not produce histologic changes or fluid accumulation in the ileum. These findings support cytotoxic activity as being important for the development of both the histologic and intestinal fluid transport effects of CPE in this model.

While some other cell culture models have also been used to study CPE action, the enterocyte-like Caco-2 cell line has recently become the standard in vitro model for analyzing both the CPE structure-function relationship and the cellular action of CPE (38, 42, 43, 45). By demonstrating that the cytotoxic phenotype of the rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> or rCPE D48A variant for Caco-2 cells correlates very well with the histopathologic and fluid transport-altering properties of these rCPE variants in the rabbit ileum, our current findings provide important validation for the use of Caco-2 cells for in vitro modeling of CPE action.

Structure-function analyses have identified three major functional regions of the CPE protein: an N-terminal cytotoxicity core sequence extending from residue G47 to I51 (22, 44), a putative transmembrane stem domain including residues V81 to I106 (44), and a C-terminal binding domain consisting of residues S290 to F319 (14–17, 22). Our current results demonstrate that rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> and rCPE D48A variants bind to the intestinal epithelium, as evident from their positive immunostaining with anti-CPE antibodies. This result is consistent with previous characterization of similar C-terminal CPE fragments in vitro (16–18, 22, 46, 47) and in vivo (8, 23). The inability of the oligomerization-deficient rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> and rCPE D48A variants to cause enterotocytosis (Fig. 2 and 3) supports CPE oligomerization as being essential for CPE-induced enteric effects as well as for in vitro cytotoxicity.

Since rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> does not cause fluid accumulation or histologic damage yet still binds to the intestinal epithelium, this suggested that pretreating ileal loops with this variant might interfere with the subsequent development of CPE intestinal activity. As an initial proof of principle, our pilot experiment showed that rCPE<sub>168–319</sub> pretreatment can inhibit the initial development of histologic damage in loops treated with CPE.
Follow-up time course studies should be performed to assess whether rCPE168–319 pretreatment can afford longer-term intestinal protection against CPE-induced histologic damage and fluid accumulation (which does not occur within the 1-h time period of our initial experiment, which used a 50-μg CPE dose [data not shown]). Should those additional studies demonstrate substantial intestinal protection, future efforts might explore CPE168–319 as a potential CPE therapeutic.

In a prior electron microscopy study, CPE enterocyte damage and heavy cellular blebbing were found predominantly at villus tips of CPE-treated rabbit ileum (32). In addition, histologic analysis (33, 41; this study) showed that initial CPE-induced damage begins at villus tips in ileal loops. Our immunolocalization results now provide an explanation for this phenomenon; i.e., there is more CPE binding to villus tips than elsewhere on intestinal villi (Fig. 3). In part, this appears to be attributable to greater CPE receptor density in villus tips, as suggested by the claudin-4 immunolocalization results obtained during the current study (Fig. 6). The correlation between claudin-4 density and CPE binding at villus tips also suggests that this claudin, which is a known CPE receptor (19, 20, 38), plays an important role in intestinal CPE binding. However, since certain other claudins can also bind CPE in vitro (10), this correlation does not preclude the possibility that other claudins also contribute to CPE binding in vivo. This issue is currently under investigation by our laboratory.

The greater CPE sensitivity of villus tips may also involve at least two additional factors beyond the presence of higher receptor levels in this intestinal region. First, it has recently been established that senescent enterocytes in villus tips are expelled from the epithelium by an apoptotic extrusion process that exposes basolateral junctional proteins in adjacent cells (1, 11, 37). This effect could be important for CPE targeting of villus tips, since we have shown that in polarized cultures of enterocyte-like Caco-2 cells, (i) there are more claudin CPE receptors present on basolateral versus apical surfaces of those cells, and (ii) this polarized receptor distribution results in Caco-2 cells being much more sensitive to basolateral than to apical CPE challenge (41). Notably, Fig. 6 also demonstrates an abundant presence of claudin-4 on the basolateral surface of enterocytes at villus tips. Thus, the extrusion of cells in the villus tips could expose the abundant basolateral CPE receptors on adjacent enterocytes and render those cells highly CPE sensitive. It is interesting to note in this regard that other bacterial pathogens also exploit the apoptotic extrusion process at villus tips to penetrate the intestinal epithelium, with the most notable example being the binding of Listeria monocytogenes to E-cadherin exposed by removal of senescent enterocytes at villus tips (37).

A second possible contributing factor to the CPE sensitivity of villus tips is that enterocytes in the villus tip are in the process of becoming apoptotic (1, 11, 37). Since the Ca2⁺ influx caused by CPE pore formation can trigger an apoptotic cell death response (4, 5), preapoptotic enterocytes at the villus tip may be “primed” for cell death such that even low doses of, or brief exposure to, CPE quickly triggers cell death, further contributing to the high CPE sensitivity of this villus region.

Since CPE has been shown to cause, ex vivo, similar damage to the human ileum and rabbit ileum (9), our new results suggest the following model for CPE enterotoxicity. Once produced in the small intestine during sporulation, CPE first binds to certain claudin receptors at the villus tips because cells in that region have more abundant and probably more exposed (due to normal cellular extrusion processes) enterotoxin receptors. This CPE binding results in small complex formation, followed by formation of hexameric CH-1 pores on the enterocyte surface. These preprop CH-1 complexes then penetrate the plasma membrane to form a pore that permits a Ca2⁺ influx to drive death of villus tip cells, which are already primed for apoptosis. The resultant death of villus tip enterocytes exposes the basolateral membranes of adjacent enterocytes, allowing the process to repeat such that epithelial desquamation at the villus tips develops and impairs intestinal absorption. As the process continues, intestinal villi become increasingly blunted and denuded, causing net fluid secretion in the small intestine. These effects then manifest clinically as diarrhea and abdominal cramps. Additional investigations are currently under way to further test this model.
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